
Note: This document holds the official Stonehearth backstory/lore that was 
developed/brainstormed in the timeline and origin stories documents.  
 

The Truth of the Universe 

The 6 Animal Gods (like from the chinese zodiac but westernized and reduced in number) 
created the world and cycle its civilizations of dominance between them. Monkey is now in 
ascendance. Some of Rabbit’s people somehow managed to avoid their apocalypse by living 
underground. Scant ruins show other civilizations gone by. Every N thousand years the 14 
fiends (for 14 +6 produces 20 titans) rise up and wipe out the civilization so the next God’s race 
can get their turn. No humanoid alive now knows this truth; it’s incredibly secret.  
 

Monkey’s Pretty Lie 

Monkey is the creator of all humanoids. He can speak through any humanoid of high enough 
level/insight, including the founders and teachers of the world’s civilizations. (Some of these 
founders/teachers are worshipped as gods themselves, obfuscating Monkey’s role in directing 
human events.)  
 
Monkey’s message is that he and his godly avatars (Cid, Rayya, Valin etc) will always protect 
people from all forms of harm (fiends, monsters, etc) and will give humans the means to fight 
the titans when it is eventually uncovered that they are coming. The truth, however, is that all 
the gods agreed to the periodic wipes. 
 
The real truth is that Monkey really does want his people to defeat all the Titans and all the 
other animal gods too, so humanoids can rule forever. (He also probably conceals the fact that 
the rabbit god etc are his peers, since he wants it to look like he’s the only god, telling his 
people that they’re all enemies who want to wipe them out.) 
 

Humanoid Society 

The player’s town is part of the many humanoid cultures that Monkey has posted around the 
world to grow, prosper and develop enough to wipe out the other non-monkey factions, and 
eventually, Titans and gods.  
 
Each part of the world has its own flavor. Stonehearth focuses on the 3 Kingdoms (Ascendancy, 
Rayya’s Children, Northern Alliance) born of the ruins of the Phoenix Empire. More on this later.  
 
 
 



Unravelling the Truth 

Ruins of older, other civilizations and lost technologies from other alien cultures sprinkle the 
map. Some come from the Phoenix Empire, and others hint at the origins of the 3 Kingdoms, 
but the oldest indicate the true story, with the animal gods and the titans.  
 
The end game of Stonehearth involves fending off the attacks of all 20 titans. (If this were an 
RPG, the choice would be: kill your own god for backstabbing all the other gods, even though 
this nukes humanity and means no humans ever live again, or kill all the other gods. Maybe this 
is the end game of some other game like Stonehearth: Adventure!). 
 
Secret secret truth?: The universe is a game that’s running on a computer. (This only works if 
we’re super discreet, like, say, once every 30 hours, hints that the world is a computer program 
poke through [bits of code on temple walls, etc].) Or maybe this is too meta and it exists only as 
a flavorful wrapper around the modding tutorials. [Not resolved.] 
 

The History of Humanoid Society 

The Phoenix  

(1500 years before the game) 
The Phoenix Empire was born when a bright star descended to earth in the curve of two hills. 
When the embers of the great bird died away, two boy children were revealed in the ashes, one 
holding onto the other’s ankle. Raised by the wolves of the forest, these two boys grew to men 
and so impressed the local herder tribesmen that they named them Braun and Mentor, for their 
supernatural strength and intellect. Braun and Mentor bound the tribesmen together into one 
people and founded a city: Firebird, named after their celestial mother. 
 
(Alternatively, that’s just the story--Braun and Mentor were brothers, and they stole/found an 
artifact of the great Lizard Empire. This ark-of-the-covenant-like thing had a winged snake S on 
it, and the brothers adopted it as a symbol of the Phoenix empire.) 
 
The city became an empire of great learning, war, art, and statecraft. It lasted a thousand years 
before corruption from within and green-skinned barbarians from without extinguished it. Still, 
ruins of its glory litter the land and its secrets continue to be passed down among the remnant 
civilizations that yet wander the world. 
 
(Note: The Greatest Tech the Phoenix were able to master was the ability to summon, control, 
and dismiss some of the largest monsters of the world--little titans--which they were planning to 
upgrade--to use against the WorldEnders. Before this could happen, they were extinguished. 
 



The source of their downfall could have been their own corruption, or it could have been 
Monkey, not wanting people of Serpent descent to rule his cycle, and noticing that their tech 
was getting cool enough to summon the Big World Ending Titans. 
 
As a result of their fall, each of the 3 existing kingdoms has a piece of this SUPER 
TECH--maybe each related to Titan manipulation--and must band together to use it. Rise of the 
Phoenix!) 
 
(Aside: One of the most important inventions of The Phoenix was the ability to open latent nexii 
of energy strewn all around the land. These nexii turned out to be portals to other dimensions as 
well as other locations in this dimension. Always wary of outstripping their resources, they 
expended tremendous wealth to send settlers through the portal to settle the land there and 
return its resources. It is through one of these portals that our settlers now live. 
 
It is so expensive to send a person through these portals that they tend to be one-way. 
However, if a city sends food back through the portal, the parent city might take this as proof 
there is enough food on the other side to support more life, and send another person 
through.[Not thoroughly confirmed, this may yet change]) 
 
("The Truth": Mentor and Braun weren’t aliens. They were feathered-snake-men from one of the 
Snake God’s last cycle. They got put in a space capsule to escape the titanic purge in that 
cycle, with the hopes that they could start another snake empire in the future and defeat the 
Titans once and for all. [At which they failed. but not for lack of trying. Kal-El!] The capsule 
happened to fall back to earth around this time in the monkey cycle. Luckily, their parents had 
planned for this and given them rings of shapechanging, which is obviously how they got raised 
and accepted by the wolves in the first place. Maybe you can find these rings in the game. No, 
the symbol on their shield isn’t an S. It’s a stylized snake. Obviously. Which, when feathered, 
looks like a phoenix. Which in turn, I suppose, looks like the garland that is worn by the roman 
emperors in our world.)  
 

The Northern Alliance 

(400 years before the game) 
Before the fall of Firebird, the Phoenix people became entitled and engrossed in their luxuries. 
They imposed strict rules on who might become a citizen of their Empire, and hired foreign 
mercenaries to do much of their fighting. They increasingly employed slaves to work their farms 
and do their manual labor, and asked very few questions about how theses slaves were 
procured. 
 
The people who are now the Northern Alliance were once a peaceful string of clansmen and 
tribes who lived to the north of Firebird. When the mercenaries of The Phoenix targeted their 
people for slavery and their land for annexation, they called a council of leaders to debate their 



course of action. Alliance histories tell that the debates that followed were bitterly divisive and 
thait their leaders were of two minds on how to defeat/escape their much larger foe. 
 
Half of them argued that the world was large, so large that even the Phoenix could not devour it 
all. They wanted to take their people and set out immediately for the cold, harsh lands still 
further north, where they doubted that the sun-loving empire would want to follow. "We will 
adapt and adapt until we find a place where they will not pursue us," they said. 
 
The other half argued that The Phoenix would never cease to expand until they were destroyed, 
and decided to willingly join the mercenary armies of the empire. They submitted themselves to 
slavery and misery in order to learn The Phoenix’s ways of war, with the end goal of turning 
against their teachers from the inside. 
 
Today’s Northern Alliance is ostensibly formed of the descendants of Valin The Great, the clan 
chief who most strongly opted for exploration over violence. They set out for the north 
immediately after the convocation. Their histories record of how Valin and his lieutenants 
watched sadly as their warlike brethren disappeared into slavery. Twenty years later, they note 
astonishment and pride that the capitol city of Firebird was unexpectedly marched upon and 
razed by an abrupt coalition of mercenary armies originally contracted to expand its interests in 
the far north. This sparked revolution throughout all of Firebird’s territories, and precipitated its 
final collapse. Though a disorganized government eventually rose again to investigate this 
surprise attack, and though many mercenaries turncoats were fed to the lions (further speeding 
the eventual collapse of Firebird’s armies) for sedition, no explanation of the miraculous alliance 
ever emerged. 
 
The histories of the North Alliance say with sorrow that none of their misguided kinsmen ever 
returned; that they must have thrown themselves away to the last man to eradicate The Phoenix 
 
However, the scholars of Rayya note that it took the armies of the empire at least a week to 
reconverge on sacked Firebird, and that as long as the warriors of the alliance did not dally to 
loot their victory, they could quite easily have escaped back into the sod firepits of their kin. 
 
The master smiths of the Ascendency, in the meantime, observe that even a thousand years 
later, the long knives that Alliance Huntsmen use to slay wolves and cut paths through the 
wilderness still maintain the same basic balance and heft as ancient Phoenix shortswords. 
 
Updated notes from after the NA campaign was written:  
 
The Northern Alliance is a collection of explorer tribes bound loosely together by a common 
allegiance to The Library, an organization of philosophers started by Sir Valin Bluerock around 
the time of the collapse of the Phoenix Empire. Valin believed that humans should live in 
harmony with the cycles of the world--appreciating plenty and adapting to hardship each in their 
time. He also taught that to live in complete harmony with the world, we must understand it, 



which is why, ever since the Northern Alliance decided to spread to the farthest reaches of 
settled lands instead of joining their kin in destroying the Phoenix Empire from within, small 
groups of people are constantly creating new voyages to settle in and study unexplored lands. 
Established townships write home with their findings and are considered a new start in the 
constellation of the Library"s settlements.  
 
When Embarkation Day happens and a Voyage settles in an outpost, they are met by a 
Speaker of The Library, an advanced scout who has travelled through the area before, noting 
possible areas ripe for exploration and deeper discovery. The Speaker takes down their town 
name to pass onto the library, along with whatever tales the people have garnered from their 
adventures. The Speaker returns later to guide the town in a ceremony that calls down the 
blessings of one of The Northern Alliance"s guardian constellations: celestial deities that 
embody the various applications of Valin"s philosophy to the hunt, to wealth, and to bounty of 
the land. Once a town has a name and the blessing of a constellation deity (who possesses the 
form of a wood animal to attend the ceremony) the town is considered a full member of the 
constellation, is added to the maps in the LIbrary, and a new voyage may embark to form 
another town.  
 
Theme: Out in the frontier, where existence is precious, all things come as part of a cycle. We 
must know our place in it to thrive in good times, and accept in bad. 
Tone: Stoic, brave, weathered, philosophical, celestial, fierce, accepting 
 

Rayya’s Children 

(300 years before the present day) 
Guildmother Rayya of the barren east had a clever mind and a fast tongue, so much so that her 
own people said that she was the beloved of their trickster god, The Laughing One. (Monkey). 
When the Phoenix empire began to fail, however, and her people could no longer rely on trade 
made safe by Phoenix roads and troops, she took action to dissolve her guild, so that her 
people could return to farming, and the production of sustenance. Alarmed, Monkey promised 
that if she did not give up her profession, he would ensure that her that her descendants would 
outnumber the dust in their mountainous lands. When she asked what good that would do 
(since they’d all starve) he told her to look further afield, and gave her a jade tea set that would 
force deals made around it to endure a thousand years. 
 
Rayya and her people tamed the raiders around them and re-established trade that spanned the 
entire broken empire of the Phoenix. They scavenge for Phoenix technology and are some of 
the only people in the world who remember how to make bread from almost nothing, and who 
still follow a system of government based in the consensus of the people, instead of the will of 
the strongest ruler. 
 



Rayya disappeared eventually, and the tales of her death are legion, and contradicting. A 
thousand years later, her children still worship her (and The Laughing One). Their god’s favored 
pets were monkeys, and they always keep bananas about them. 
 
Rayya's church is called Her Mystery, and only its most elite officers know the truth of her death. 
The church trades goods and information for secrets, but no goods or information have ever 
been deemed equal to the secret of her eventual fate. 
 

The Ascendency (And the Church of Plenty) 

(100 years before the present day) 
 
First, some context: aside from interference from the “barbarians of the north” and internal 
corruption, Phoenix Empire crumbled under the continued assault of the goblin raiders of the 
“Catastrophic Conquering Arm” branch of the Red Kiln Orc/Goblin Empire.  
 
After the Phoenix Empire collapsed entirely, there was chaos for almost 300 years. Small 
communities struggled to survive, and communication between peoples was very difficult. The 
Red Kiln officially and systematically began to move in on previously Phoenix-held land like a 
slow, inevitable wave. Though some humans found the disciplined orc-society a pleasant 
change from chaos and darkness, it was very difficult for soft-skins to get along with thick-skins.  
 
Cid, the lord of a small series of human villages, changed everything. He singlehandedly 
stopped the Red Kiln’s advance by assembling an alliance of lords and knights and meeting 
them at their border. Nobody really knows what he said to them (the stories are vaguely 
unbelievable) but it worked--the Red Kiln agreed to press no further into former Phoenix Lands, 
and Cid, on his part, gave up his title and responsibilities, and became a wandering monk, 
preaching prosperity, optimism, and plenty.  
 
His new church and growing number of followers spread through the disparate heart of the 
Phoenix Empire, and has become, collectively, the Kingdom of the Ascendancy.  
 
(Truths: Cid is an avatar of Monkey, and what his insight + Monkey’s fast tongue told the Red 
Kiln was this: I see that you are orderly, just, and honorable people, and we humans will never 
fit into your order as we are now. Give us 300 years to become the best we can be, and you can 
judge us good neighbors or worthy opponents now. Until then, what we accept is either your 
pity, or your oppression, and you wish neither to be oppressors or caretakers.)  
 
[Seed idea from: what if Super laughing, happy, chinese buddha--not hindu buddha--had been a 
christian monk/fat friar? What if he had once been a strong military figure like Charles Martel? 
How else would you get a society with such frenetic optimism? TODO: find an analog to the 
moors; maybe the combined Orc/Goblin society?] 
 



The Red Kiln 

 

The goblins the player first meets in game are the “expansion” troops of the great and ancient 
Red Empire (known internally as the Red Kiln). Mostly the goblins are miscreants who have 
been impounded for a.) minor crimes like theft and b.) being small in a culture that respects 
size, strength, and humility. The Goblins are all people who chose to be part of the 
“Catastrophic Conquering Arm” of the empire over doing hard manual labor. 
 
After months of starving on a diet of raw berries and rabbit (they’re not good at chopping down 
trees and keeping the wood dry enough for fire) their life has perked up tremendously upon 
discovering the player’s civilization in their midst. 
 
Now they can conquer! Be raiders! Have glory! Or at the very least, just steal a dry log from your 
stockpile so they can have rabbit that’s not wet and chewy. 
 
As the player’s civilization grows, more and more goblins from the hinterlands hear about the 
job-growth opportunities available in this empty part of the world and come visiting. 
 
One day, though, someone important is going to take notice…. 
 

Clan Amberstone 

Monkey’s children think that this cycle of the world belongs to them. Clan Amberstone knows 
better. Monkey was never one of the six gods. He’s the impersonator. This cycle actually 
belongs still to the lizards, and they are in decline. Monkey is stealing a march on tiger.  
 
A long time ago, when the rabbit cycle was in ascendance, they covered all of Hearth. When 
they discovered the recurring destruction of the world, some went underground because there’s 
a magic crystal substance down there, amberstone, that allows them to remain smart and 
bipedal. However, they live very constrained lives down there, and they’ve been trying to 
expand back up to the surface ever since. The Red Kiln was not interested in being friendly. 
However, maybe these monkeys will be? And so they contact you.  
 
They know, as the orcs do not, that the phoenix empire was destroyed because it was trying to 
summon and tame titans. The fragments of the last titan remains broken throughout the world, 
corrupting the land. Only be defeating it can the land be healed. Once the land is healed, the 
rabbits can use their magic aboveground again.  
 
But eventually, TIger is coming…  



The Current State Of the World 

Civilizations have stopped knocking each other over. The Red Kiln holds the distant border of 
the former Phoenix Empire from external threat, leaving only the little goblin encampments in 
the area to challenge the people. The three kingdoms each have at least one central stronghold 
apiece, and little villages are spreading back into the lands that the Phonex left behind--the 
blighted heart of the world. These villages are finally getting ready to grow and expand--to think 
of life beyond hunger, of building for glory, not shelter, of warring for revenge, not food. People 
finally have time to explore the stars and the depths of the earth to solve mysteries for mystery’s 
sake. 
 
The world is still a dark and dangerous place. Towns are just barely a match for the wilderness 
(and monsters) all around them. The Red Kiln watches, and so too do the Titans. But as all 
good adventurers know, where lies great danger, likes great motivation for change… 
 
 

FAQ:  

 
Q: Are elves and dwarves children of Monkey or…? 
Elves and dwarves and humans are all children of Monkey. At the moment, goblins have no 
representative god, and are present in all cycles.  
 
Q: Who comes next in the cycle? 
Tiger, probably. Tigers love eating monkeys. Other gods: Alligator (parent of all the goblinoids, 
and maybe the phoenix, too), Rat, Rabbit, Turkey. And of course, Monkey. The order is 
probably something like: rabbit -> alligator -> monkey -> tiger -> rat -> turkey, or something.  






